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The challenge:
- Thousands of unresolved abuse claims clogging
the courts

- Many claims for low dollar values (under $5000)
- Need for a more comprehensive approach that
acknowledged concerns of former students:
language, culture, education, etc.
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Litigation ~13,000 claims filed

~3,000 settled

* unless litigant opted out

Litigation filed up to September 19, 2007

ADR

Remaining claims
ended by Settlement
Agreement

~4000
resolved,
withdrawn, or
ineligble

~7,500 claims filed

~2,300 continuing

Received applications December 2003 – March 2007

~1,200
transferred

IAP

~6,400 new claims filed

~7,600 active claims

Open for applications September 19, 2007

Approximate figures as of March 15, 2009
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The solution:
- Comprehensive court-supervised settlement agreement
- Compensation for all former residents based on years of
attendance (CEP)
- Individual process for serious abuse claims (IAP)
- Truth and Reconciliation Commission
- Programmatic elements: Aboriginal Healing Foundation,
Commemoration, health support program
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Financial components
of the Settlement Agreement:
Common Experience Payment (CEP)
All
residents:

$10,000
first year of residence

$3,000
each additional year

paper application form and processing

Independent Assessment Process (IAP)
Survivors
of serious
abuse:

Points system
up to $275,000

Future care
up to $15,000

Income loss
up to $250,000

face-to-face hearing with independent adjudicator, individual decision
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The IAP as an adjudicative process:
- Claims of serious abuse only:
- sexual abuse;
- physical abuse causing a defined lasting physical injury;
- other wrongful acts causing serious psychological injury

- Self-contained validation process
- Faster, more efficient, less costly
- Confidential with support services available
- Equivalent validation and compensation to court process

- Access to courts only in very limited cases
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Some unique challenges:
-

Historical sexual and physical abuse cases

-

Claims based mostly on oral evidence

-

Majority of claimants are elderly and often in poor health

-

Many claimants have been waiting for justice for a very long time

-

Claimants dispersed over a wide area, but primarily in the west
and north

-

About 20% of claimants are self-represented; in many areas there
are no local lawyers available

- Events often took place over thirty years ago
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The process:
Application

Case
preparation

Adjudication

Application
form

Determine
eligibility

claimant

secretariat

Claimant
documents

Crown
disclosure

Locate/contact
alleged abuser

claimant

defendant (Canada)

defendants (Canada/churches)

Private
hearing

Expert/medical
assessment

Written
decision

all parties attend

secretariat arranges

adjudicator
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payment
Canada
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The players:

IAP Oversight Committee
(former students, plaintiffs’ counsel,
church entities, government)

Chief Adjudicator
4 Deputy Chiefs

Adjudication Secretariat

Adjudicator
Defendant
Canada

Claimant

Support persons

IAP
Adjudication
Hearing

Witnesses

Defendant
Church

- alleged perpetrators
- others

(witnesses are not parties)
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The hearings:
- Private
- Safe, convenient location
- Often claimant has choice of location, although
we are working towards greater efficiency in
the scheduling process

- Travel expenses paid for claimant and two
support persons
- Health support workers and/or elders
available
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An inquisitorial model:
- Parties lead evidence and witnesses
- (adjudicator does not conduct an investigation)

- Only adjudicator asks questions
- Controls sensitivity of process
- Sets tone

- Parties can suggest lines of questioning
during breaks in the hearing
- No cross-examination, except of expert
witnesses
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Determining compensation:
- Validation
- adjudicator makes all findings of fact and liability
- liability is a „closed system‟ defined by the Settlement
Agreement, not by case law
- for example, “plausible link” standard of causation (to
connect acts of abuse to harms they caused) was specially
designed for these historic abuse cases

- Compensation points system
- allows individualized compensation
- ensures a degree of national consistency among
adjudicators
- recognizes that a relatively less serious act can have
severe consequences, and vice versa
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Compensation point assessment:
Points awarded for highest level
of abuse
5-60 points

SL5: repeated, persistent incidents of anal/vaginal intercourse (45-60
points)

Points awarded for highest
level of harm
1-25 points

H5: continued harm resulting in serious dysfunction (personality disorders,
suicidal tendencies, etc.) (20-25 points)

Aggravating
factors

Add 5-15% of points for
proven factors

Verbal abuse, racist acts, threats, intimidation, inability to complain,
oppression, sexual abuse accompanied by violence, age of the victim, etc.

Loss of
opportunity

Points awarded if no actual
income loss
1-25 points

OL5: chronic inability to obtain employment (21-25 points)

Total points

Points total defines range of
dollars

1-10 points: $5,000 to 10,000

Proven acts of
abuse

Consequential
harm
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Plus future care up to $15,000

SL1: one or more incidents of fondling or kissing (5-10 points)
PL: one or more physical assaults causing a defined serious injury (11-25
points)

H3: continued detrimental impact (difficulties with interpersonal
relationships, lasting and significant anxiety, etc.) (11-15 points)
H1: modest detrimental impact (anxiety, nightmares, etc.) (1-5 points)

OL3: periodic inability to obtain or retain employment (11-15 points)
OL1: diminished work capacity – physical strength, attention span (1-5
points)

71-80 points: $106,000 to 125,000
111-120 points: $211,000 to 245,000
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Promoting access
- Largest class action
notice program in
Canadian history
- Outreach strategy
- Toll-free info line
- Plain-language guide
and application form
- Application assistance
program
- Law firm liaison
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Ongoing support for claimants
- Self-represented applicants assigned to a claimant support
provider
-

„Single point of contact‟
Regular updates on status of claim
Referral to other support services
Where possible, all Secretariat contact with claimant is through
support provider
- Neutral role – not an advocate for the claimant, but ensures
claimant has information and support they need – akin to a
Native Courtworker

- Health support program

- Full-time Resolution Health Support Workers
- Funding for professional counseling and elder support
- 24-hour crisis line
www.iap-pei.ca
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Ensuring fairness
- To the claimant:
- Adjudicator can review legal fees

- To those accused of committing abuse:
- Canada attempts to locate and contact alleged
perpetrators, if alive
- Alleged perpetrator has right to appear as a witness –
same inquisitorial model

- To the process:
- Measures to ensure consistency of decisions
- Parties have right to have decision reviewed by another
adjudicator
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Making it happen: some challenges
- Many claimants cannot access legal counsel
- Community information and confusion between
programs: CEP, former ADR process, etc.
- Appropriate role of „outreach‟ staff for a quasi-judicial
tribunal?
- Demand for information greatly exceeds outreach
capacity

- Difficulty recruiting Aboriginal adjudicators
- Rapid growth (35 to 150 to 230 staff)
- Scalability: ramping from 750 hearings in 2006 to
4000 hearings in 2009
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Lessons learned
- Governance structure
- Statutory versus „program‟ authority
- Composition and structure of Oversight
Committee

- Capacity of government departments to
adequately support start-up of a new
tribunal
- Limit use of experts
- Need to find alternatives to government
procurement rules
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More information
- IAP Application Form and Guide available

Online: www.iap-pei.ca or call: 1 866 879 4913
- IAP information available

Call: 1 877 635 2648
- 24-hour Crisis Counseling
Call: 1 866 925 4419
- More information is available on IAPs’ official website
www.iap-pei.ca
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